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ICF FORUM IN SYDNEY
The International Communications Forum held a
weekend forum in Sydney last month in association
with the Australian Press Council. Prominent
Australian publishers and journalists met with ICF
members from six countries to discuss 'The role and
responsibility of the media'.
Their discussions led to wide coverage in the
Australian media. ICF visitors were interviewed on
TV, radio and in print. They also visited Canberra,
where they met members of the Government, the
Leader of the Opposition, and a wide range of
parliamentarians. A t  the start of Question Time the
Speaker of the House of Representatives welcomed

,..... t w o  of them — Jaroslava Moserovå and Rajmohan
Gandhi — to the Australian Parliament.
The Acting Vice-Chancellor of the Australian
National University hosted a reception for the
visitors, which was attended by a wide range of
academics and other Canberrans, and diplomats
from seven countries.
A report of the Forum will be available soon from
Hugh Nowell in London and John Williams in
Melbourne.

John Farquharson John Williams

NAGA CALLS FOR TRANSPARENCY
'Today, those who aim the gun and those who
receive the bullets are equally helpless... We are fast
becoming a land of widows and orphans.' This

...—, impassioned observation by Niketu lralu, one of
Nagaland's most respected intellectuals, during the
fourth Naga tribal leaders' parliament, highlighted the
spiralling vortex of violence that has enmeshed the
Naga people for more than 50 years.
The timing of the meeting was significant. Prime
Minister Deve Gowda had not only assured the
region's leaders that unconditional talks would be
held, but had also met underground leaders in
Davos.
Mr Iralu noted that the Naga struggle had developed
out of the sacrifice of all the tribes. Now it was time
for introspection. Mincing no words, he wondered
aloud 'whether 80 per cent of Naga politics has not
deteriorated into inter-tribal, inter-personal rivalry, a
fierce confrontation of hidden agendas.... We use
lies, violence and money to resolutely hide our own
agendas and attack others for hiding theirs.' Calling
for greater transparency, Mr Iralu urged the Naga
people to look outwards towards a new vision.

After two days of deliberations, the meeting ... called
upon all the leaders of the Naga National Workers to
stop the 'acts of fratricide on the principle of forgive
and forget' and to push towards an amicable Naga
political settlement.

From The Times of India, 25 March

THE IMPACT OF A HANDFUL IN COLOMBIA
During a recent visit to Colombia, I was struck by the
impact the handful of friends who have been to Caux
are having nationally. Sadly, Colombia holds the
world record for killings and abductions, and against
this background the 'Women Creators of Peace'
Foundation (Mujeres Creadoras de Paz) has found a
great response. They hold courses on peace
making in various parts of the country, and are now
becoming an NGO. This is very much the work of
Heyde Duran (see All Her Paths are Peace) who with
friends takes courses in conflict resolution, adding
the element of forgiveness and reconciliation, which
she illustrates from her own experience.
Then there is 'Laicos por Colombia', a lay people's
movement to 'evangelize politics'. They work with a
Senator who speaks out as a national conscience
and has achieved change in laws far out of
proportion to his number of constituents. His team
are Nelly Cediel and Alfonso and Marta Rueda, for
whom change meant ending their refusal to have
anything to do with 'dirty politics'. They are breaking
through traditional political boundaries, persuading
people from all classes to stand for election in their
local councils.
I was accompanied by a Colombian friend, Blanca
Aparicio, who lives in Holland. To  coincide with our
arrival, a weekend conference had been convened
by MRA and CoP. The 60 participants included
slum-dwellers and diplomats. A  mass was
celebrated in memory of my husband Peter who, the
organisers wrote, had inspired many such
conferences. Heyde and I then went to Bogota and
Cali, where we spoke to 330 people, mainly youth.
We are now working for Colombian participation at
the Minneapolis conference. Relations with the USA
are below zero after Washington's 'de-certification' of
Colombia.
My conclusion is that our work expands best when it
addresses a locally-felt need, under a name that
people respond to, and this initiative is nurtured by
the world network of MRA.

Digna Hintzen, Holland








